DETAIL-6
POST / POLE EDGE PIP INSTALLATION

KEYNOTES

Concrete Equipment Footing

To prevent shrinking
1.1/2" deep 4" diameter reinforced concrete post

Height requirements and product sold

Bar cushion layer (depth varies by critical fall

Existing solid compacted dirt

Wear course - 1 1/2" inch minimum thickness

Wear surface. (1) Asphalt - must cure a minimum of 14 days. (2) Concrete - must cure for 7 days prior to minimum 2800 psi. Must cure for 28 days prior to minimum 3000 psi. Minimum of 3.4" at a 4" water test. (2) Concrete - minimum of 3.4" at a 4" water test. (1) Aggregate must be confined to 5/8" in 2". Stone and fines must be restricted to 5/8" in 2" compressive strength. (1) Maximum aggregate - 1/2" or 3/4" minus irregular.

Notes: (1)